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China has had the world’s longest 

continuous civilization for over 

4,000 years. Its twenty-odd prov-

inces, five autonomous regions, 

four municipal provinces and two 

special administrative regions are 

home to windy plateaus, tower-

ing mountains, arid deserts and 

majestic rivers. Size and diversity 

make it more like a continent than 

a country.

Its Confucian outlook has been a Petri 

dish for artistic refinement and scien-

tific achievement. This was evident 

early in China’s history, but much of 

China’s great civilization was undone 

in the 19th and early 20th centuries 

by internal strife, wars, famines and 

foreign occupation.

Only after World War Two was China 

able to reassert its sovereignty,
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China’s 
government 
jams foreign 
broadcasts and 
blocks websites.

albeit under the aegis of communism. In the two decades that followed, 
everyday life came under strict scrutiny. Personal freedom was circum-
scribed, while tens of millions perished from famine and purges.

Markets Freer than Citizens

A change in communist leadership in 1978 resulted in market-driven 
policies that have turned China into the fastest-growing economy in 
world history. Inefficient collective farms, state-run industries and 
other Marxist nostrums have given way to free markets and burgeon-
ing private enterprise.

There has also been a resurgence of travel and private personal owner-
ship—all indicators of a healthy society. For the ordinary citizen with 
an improved quality of life and earning potential, this has ushered in an 
era of good cheer. But this outward prosperity has not yet translated 
into intellectual and creative freedom. China’s media are tightly con-
trolled by the central government, which also limits access to foreign 
news by restricting rebroadcasting and satellite receivers, jamming 
foreign world band broadcasts and blocking websites.

Liu Min, who prefers her English name April, is a twentysomething 
web designer. With her chic appearance and exotic Hebei features, 
she could easily be mistaken for a model on the catwalks of Beijing. 
She muses, “For young people, it is really bad. Things move really very 
slowly. I have decided not to worry about politics and move on.” This is 
common sentiment among the young and restless in China’s metropo-
lises—at least during the current dawning of a consumer society.

As economic growth has not been matched by political reform, there 
is great disparity between urban and rural China. Rampant corrup-
tion, epidemics, pollution and environmental degradation have stolen 
China’s economic thunder in the hinterland. This has given rise to 
bloody protests, along with large-scale migration to the wealthy east-
ern coast.

Affordable chic: Copycat 

designer chic graces 

China’s catwalks as well 

as sidewalks. M. Guha

China’s exports to the 

United States have grown 

by 1,600 percent over 

the past 15 years, while 

U.S. exports to China 

have grown by only 415 

percent. M. Guha
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Nuclear Minuet

Chinese saber rattling towards Taiwan has 
acquired unsettling overtones. The People’s 
Republic considers the island to be a ren-
egade province that must be reunited with 
the mainland, by force if necessary. Most 
Taiwanese and Americans beg to differ.

China has threatened to invade should Tai-
wan move towards independence. Simulta-
neously, it has greatly expanded its capacity 
to take offensive military action beyond 
the mainland. In 2005 this lurched beyond 
diplomatic poker. A senior Chinese general 
threatened to launch preemptive nuclear 
destruction of American cities should the 
United States appear ready to defend Tai-
wan from a Chinese attack.

Although this threat was scarcely men-
tioned in the American media, months later 
the Bush administration greatly upgraded 
American ties with India, which along with 
Japan is one of China’s major rivals in the 
region. Subsequently, the administration 
played its follow-up hand by moving to 
improve military ties with China.

EARLY RADIO IN CHINA
The history of radio in China is as checkered 
as the internal turmoil, invading armies, 
occupation forces and puppet governments. 
Broadcasting was found to be an effective 
complement to the war culture by offer-
ing official information, instructions and 
propaganda.

Americans Establish First Stations

Nonetheless, the first station in China was 
actually a commercial enterprise estab-
lished by no less than an American. Prof. 
Chia-shih Hsu, writing in Broadcasting in 
Asia and the Pacific, explains that the Yank, 
Mr. P. Osborn, was simply a businessman. 
In December 1922, along with his Chinese 
friend Mr. Tseng, he set up the station with 
a 50 Watt transmitter in Shanghai’s Tai Lai 
department store.

A second station was established on January 
23, 1923 in cooperation with a local news-

Operator attends to transmitting apparatus inside the 

studios of JQAK, Manchuria, in October 1930.
Simon Green/Eric Shackle Collection, Radio Heritage Foundation

The Forbidden City was 

verboten to the public for 

500 years. Its ramparts 

and moats reflect 

Chinese society, which 

is both multilayered and 

restrictive. M. Guha
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China’s new affluence has not percolated down to its 

vast rural population, which still ekes out a subsistence 

living. M. Guha

paper that also provided the first newscast. 
It used the callsign XRO and identified as 
the “Continent News-China Radio,” indicat-
ing joint ownership with “Continent News,” 
a leading newspaper in the city. However, 
the station had been established illegally, 
which presumably explains its premature 
demise that July.

The third station in China’s early radio 
market was also founded by Americans—the 
firm of Kellogg Switchboard Supply Com-
pany—and based in Shanghai. It fired up a 
year later, in April 1924.

The imperial government in China did not 
take up broadcasting until 1927, when they 
constructed stations in Tientsin and Beijing 
(then Peking) under the Ministry of Commu-
nications. Several provincial governments 
followed suit with their own facilities.

Nationalist Era Boosts Radio

During the pre-communist era, the most 
notable development in Chinese broadcast-
ing came under the Kuomintang (Nationalist 
Party) government at their national capital 
in the eastern city of Nanjing. First off the 
block was the 100 Watt XOH in October 
1927. With the rising importance of the 
Nationalist government in China, the station 
moved up in stature a year later to become 
the Central Broadcasting Station on August 
1, 1928 under callsign XKM.

When the Japanese invaded Shanghai on 
January 28, 1932 the station began its first 
international broadcast in Japanese. Called 
XGOA, it was quickly dubbed “the bush war-
bler of Nanjing” because of its noisy trans-
missions. Later that year, on August 13, 
1932, a 75 kW transmitter—mighty power 
in those days—appeared under yet another 
callsign, XGOP. Following tests, it became 
a powerful voice throughout the whole of 
China and Southeast Asia. When the capital, 
Nanjing, fell to the Japanese in 1937, the 
Chinese government hastily relocated to 
Chongqing. Yet, the Central Broadcasting 
Station never once left the air.

The station resumed normal operation in 
March 1939 when its broadcasts were ex-

East meets West in 

the former Portuguese 

territory of Macau.
M. Guha
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panded. A month earlier an external service, 
XGOX, had also launched, identifying itself 
as Central Shortwave Radio. It targeted not 
only neighboring Japan, but also Germany, 
Europe and North America. A year later it 
saw further expansion and was renamed the 
International Broadcasting Station.

After the end of World War Two, it reverted 
to its earlier location in Nanjing. By then, 
the broadcasting apparatus of the National-
ist government was the center of a network 
of ten affiliated stations within China.

Before and during the War, there were 81 
broadcast and point-to-point stations—11 
run by the Nationalist government, three 
by the Ministry of Communications, 18 by 
provincial and local governments, two by 
the military, and 47 by private organiza-
tions. Private stations huddled mainly in the 

metropolises of Shanghai, Tientsin, Beijing, 
Hanchow and Canton.

During this time radio played a tremendous 
role in mobilizing the Chinese population. 
It was the only medium of communication 
between people in free areas with compa-
triots in Japanese-occupied zones. Radio 
not only conveyed government propaganda, 
but like today’s Internet it also provided 
information for clandestine newspapers and 
underground fighters.

After V-J Day the Central Broadcasting 
Network quickly established itself in newly 
liberated territories, increasing medium-
wave AM affiliates from 39 to 72. Reflecting 
its new role, the network was renamed the 
Broadcasting Corporation of China. In 1949, 
after the Communist Party came to power in 
China, the station, along with what was left 
of the Nationalist government, relocated to 
the island redoubt of Taiwan.

Occupiers Expand Broadcasting

The Japanese occupation of Manchuria, 
a region along the country’s east coast, 
provided a thrust for radio broadcasting in 
China. In September 1931, the Japanese 
invaded Manchuria, renamed it Manchukuo 
and installed Pu Yi, the last Manchu king, to 
head a puppet regime. Bernardo Bertolucci’s 
critically acclaimed film “The Last Emperor” 
portrays this in fascinating detail.

As the civil war among Nationalists, 
Communists and Japanese progressed, a 
plethora of stations expanded, closed down 
or changed hands in rapid succession. Most 
operated at low power on mediumwave AM, 
but a few were on longwave or world band.

As detailed by declassified internal docu-
ments of the Japanese Imperial Government, 
in March 1925 experimental broadcasts 
were conducted at the Radiophone Institu-
tion in the Kanto agency under the Dalian 
maritime bureau. In July the station was so-
lidified as JQAK on a 500 Watt mediumwave 
AM transmitter on 645 kHz, identifying as 
the Dalian Broadcasting Station. Manchu-
kuo’s first station, it began in earnest on Au-
gust 6 with news, music, lectures, weather 

Synthetic Wall: This section of the Great Wall was built 

especially for tourists, like an attraction at a  

theme park. M. Guha
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and public announcements. There was a 
listener’s license fee of one yen, renewable 
each year.

Adrian Peterson, eminent radio historian, 
writes that in 1927 a station with the same 
call letters, JQAK, existed at Port Arthur—
also known by the Chinese name of Lushun. 
Not very far from the present-day city of 
Dalian, it used 5 kW on 770 kHz medium-
wave AM.

Around that same time, radio broadcasting 
started in the then-British colony of Hong 
Kong. Radio Hong Kong was established on 
June 30, 1928 by a band of radio amateurs, 
and was formally inaugurated on February 
1, 1929 under the office of the governor-
general. Using callsign ZBW, it operated 
primarily in English with 250 Watts on 
mediumwave AM.

On August 19, 1932 the French settlement 
in Shanghai started its own 250 Watt station 
using callsign XFFZ. The Portuguese colony 
of Macau wasn’t far behind when it fired up 
radio facilities in August 1933.

Hong Kong, Manchukuo Add World Band

In 1935 Radio Hong Kong had its interna-
tional debut when it added its first world 
band transmitter, ZBW2. It managed to 
remain on the air throughout the Japanese 
occupation.

Meanwhile, by 1934, under the direction 
of the Japanese Army of North China and 
the provisional Chinese government, all 
broadcasting matters in Manchukuo were 
entrusted to the Japan Broadcasting Corpo-
ration (NHK). The NHK also dealt with con-
struction and management of stations under 
Japanese control, such as Nanjing, Hankou, 
Hangzhou and Suzhou—also Beijing, which 
had become a large 50 kW operation.

In early 1935 the Manchuria Telephone and 
Telegraph Company launched a station on 
mediumwave AM using callsign MTCY. It 
had a mighty transmitter of 100 kW—one 
of three behemoths manufactured by the 
Nippon Electric Company. According to the 
internal publication NEC Corp 1899-1999, “In 

response to subsequent requests for higher 
power equipment, Nippon Electric began 
designing 100kW broadcasting equipment 
in 1933. The 100 kW broadcasting equip-
ment was delivered to the Hsinking [today’s 
Changchun] Broadcasting Station of the 
Manchuria Telegraph and Telephone Corpo-
ration in 1934.”

These innovative transmitters were ex-
tremely large and an engineering marvel. 
The remaining two units were installed as 
part of the Japanese system in Seoul, Korea 
and Minxiong (Minhsiung), Taiwan. The lat-
ter, which survived American strafing during 
World War Two, has been preserved and still 
works.

The mediumwave AM facility in Lushan, 
Manchukuo, was upgraded to include a 10 
kW shortwave transmitter and a new studio. 

China’s economic boom has come at the cost of its 

environment. Its pristine landscape is being steadily 

denuded. M. Guha
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Operating under callsign JDY, its first world 
band transmission aired on July 16, 1937.

The end of that year was marked with much 
fanfare, thanks to a special “Bells on New 
Year’s Eve” program on December 31, 1937. 
This was relayed by all stations in Manchu-
ria as well as in Tianjin and Shanghai, along 
with Taipei and Seoul in Japanese-occupied 
Taiwan and Korea.

Test broadcasts from a new 20 kW world 
band transmitter at Manchukuo’s MTCY be-
gan in June 1939, and a second such trans-
mitter was added two years later. Much of 

this type of Japanese broadcasting prowess 
was also showcased at the 1938 Olympic 
Games in Tokyo.

COMMUNIST-ERA RADIO
The Communist Party of China, supported 
by the Soviet Comintern, established its first 
radio station on September 5, 1945 at a 
temple about 19 miles from Yan’an in north-
ern Shaanxi province. Using only 300 Watts, 
it identified as the Yan’an Hsin Hua (New 
China) Broadcasting Station. It was on the 
air two hours a day with programs intended 
for Kuomintang-held territories.

Overseas broadcasts started a couple of 
months later on December 3, 1945 after 
Japanese announcer Hara Kiyoko arrived at 
the studio on a donkey. A second station, 
Chang Kiakow (Kalgan) Hsin Hua Broadcast-
ing Station, began about the same time in 
the northeastern Hopeh (Hebei) province. 
As the civil war progressed, yet another 
station was set up at the foot of the Taihang 
mountains in the village of Shahe, also in 
Hebei province.

Wolves Prowl Debut in English

Broadcasts were expanded to three hours 
in 1947, and a 20-minute English segment 
was added on September 11. At 8:40 PM lo-
cal time the voice of communist-controlled 

Wei Lin, CRI’s first announcer, retired in 1983. 

Nevertheless, she volunteered to do part-time work for 

CRI’s English Service. CRI

Japanese announcer 

Hara Kiyoko was the 

first announcer for the 

Communists. She often 

rode a donkey to reach 

the cave studio. CRI
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CRI Towers: CRI’s state-

of-the-art headquarters 

are unmistakable along 

Beijing’s western horizon.
CRI

Programming consisted mostly of news, edi-
torials from newspapers, lectures on natural 
sciences and Marxism-Leninism. Entertain-
ment included revolutionary and folk songs, 
as well as drama and Russian music. As 
now, it was mandatory for all provincial and 
local stations to relay news, commentaries 
and other political programming from the 
Central Station.

Despite an equipment shortage, radio 
experienced major growth in the 1950s, 
expanding to 122 stations by 1959 and 
151 by 1967. By 1970 the Central People’s 
Broadcasting Station had mushroomed to 
713 mediumwave AM, 307 world band and 
one FM transmitter. Forty-six of these world 
band transmitters were operated by the 
China Press Agency, a subsidiary of Xin-
hua, for transmitting the daily news file to 
domestic and foreign audiences.

Collective Listening to Wired Broadcasts

A byproduct of inadequate radio facilities 
in the 1950s was wired broadcasting. To 
educate often-illiterate masses, all factories, 
schools, offices and the People’s Liberation 
Army were required to have human broad-
cast monitors. They would listen to news 
from the central and provincial stations, 
then absorb political instructions and other 

China reached the outside world in English 
for the first time. Its studio was in a cave so 
primitive that announcers carried flashlights 
to keep wolves at bay.

News was read by a young pigtailed woman 
named Wei Lin, now in her early eighties. 
“The studio was in a doorless cave with 
no proper equipment,” reminisces Wei, 
“and only a kerosene lantern for lighting. 
Whenever we started broadcasting, we had 
to hang up a coarse felt blanket to keep out 
the bleating of nearby sheep.”

Tape recorders did not exist then, nor did 
any music library except for a lone record-
ing of the Triumphal March from the opera 
Aïda. Other singing was simply done live 
into the microphone.

People’s Republic Inaugurates 
Broadcasting

When the People’s Republic was founded in 
1949, the station followed the government 
to Beijing and was renamed the Central 
People’s Broadcasting Station. It broadcast 
15 and a half hours a day over a network of 
89 transmitters at 49 stations. Seventeen 
were new stations, with the remainder 
having been confiscated from the defeated 
Kuomintang.
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announcements. Afterwards, they would 
rehash this material over loudspeakers con-
nected to rudimentary studios supervised 
by local party cells. Citizens were “encour-
aged” to listen collectively.

This clunky scheme was later upgraded to 
a wired broadcasting network where audio 
from a central receiver was amplified and 
distributed over the existing loudspeaker 
network. Soon, loudspeakers invaded every 
sphere of social life, creating a constant din 
that few could avoid.

Since then, the Central People’s Broadcast-
ing Station has become known internation-
ally as China National Radio (although its 
Chinese on-air name is still CPBS), and is 
one of three central media organizations 
that include China Radio International and 
China Central Television. The State Ad-
ministration of Radio, Film and Television 
controls all broadcasting, including studios 
and transmitters.

World Band Is Domestic Mainstay

China has one of the most extensive do-
mestic networks in the world. Though world 
band is the mainstay, FM and mediumwave 

AM are increasingly being used to cater 
to new audiences with different program 
streams. From its studios in downtown 
Beijing, China National Radio produces nine 
streams for a national audience, with dedi-
cated channels for news, business, music, 
culture and minority programming.

Minority programs consist of three one-
hour daily broadcasts in Korean, five in 
Mongolian, and four in Kazakh, Uighur and 
Tibetan. Additionally, there are stations 
dedicated to broadcasts for Taiwan and 
Vietnam.

No less than five stations along the eastern 
seaboard are dedicated to broadcasts for 
Taiwan. Best known is Voice of the Strait, 
operated by the People’s Liberation Army 
from Fuzhou, capital of Fujian province in 
southeastern China just across from Tai-
wan. Broadcasting on world band, FM and 
mediumwave AM, programs are mainly in 
Chinese and Amoy, a language common to 
Fujian as well as Taiwan.

Thirty regional stations affiliated with China 
National Radio operate from the various 
provinces, autonomous regions and mu-
nicipalities. There is extensive use of world 

C O N F I S C A T E D  A M E R I C A N  T R A N S M I T T E R

In the well stocked radio museum inside the CRI headquarters, it’s hard to miss an old 
transmitter proudly on display. A plaque explains, “The BC-610E transmitter was first 
used at the New China (Xinhua) Broadcasting Station in northern Shaanxi Province dur-
ing the late 1940s. It was left by the American military observation group during China’s 
War of Liberation. When the Kuomintang organized attacks on the Liberation Army in 
Yan’an, the transmitter was transported to SheXian county in Hebei Province. Later, it was 
shipped to Pingshan in Hebei Province and 
used by the Shanbei New China Broadcasting 
Station. After liberation, it was used in Beijing 
until 1965.”

This was effectively CPBS’ first transmitter, 
and is remarkably similar to another transmit-
ter at a radio museum near Taipei in Taiwan.

This American transmitter was one of the first used 

by Communist forces in China.
M. Guha
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Y U N N A N  R A D I O  C O N T I N U E S  U P G R A D I N G

Yunnan province’s first station, Yunnan Radio in Kunming, appeared in 1932 during Japa-
nese occupation. Situated in the old part of town, it was located in a small building that is 
now engulfed by a government housing estate. Operating under callsign XGOY, it made 
do with a modest 250 Watt world band transmitter.

On April 13, 1953 the station morphed into the Yunnan 
People’s Broadcasting Station. Eventually, in 1990, it moved 
to its present home next to Yunnan TV in a fortified complex 
guarded by soldiers. 

Sheng Hong Peng has been a senior reporter at the Yunnan 
station for many years. He reminisces, “At first the main 
program was in Chinese. Now, we are focused on minorities’ 
programs in five languages. The first programs were reading 
newspaper clippings in those languages for 30 minutes each. 
That changed when news from outside the local newspapers 
was covered.”

Remembering the difficulties in field reporting in those days, he recalls, “We used very 
large tape recorders of Chongsun brand. Sometimes we would go on a field trip to Dali 
with smaller Japanese-made tape machines. We would travel for five days to reach the 

remote areas, sometimes by bus, bull-
ock carts or by simply walking. Some-
times it took one month to produce 
such a program. From those areas, a 
letter took a week to reach the station. 
Telegraph, and then, later, telephone, 
changed all that.”

Variety of World Band Offerings

The station has 100 employees and airs 
two services on world band: a minor-
ity language service three times a day 
on 6937 kHz, and morning and evening 
broadcasts to Vietnam on 6035 kHz. 

YPBS and CRI blanket the region and globe from two 

transmitter sites near Kunming. YPBS

Sheng Hong Peng. M. Guha

band, along with FM and mediumwave AM. 
All stations relay China National Radio from 
Beijing, along with their own programs.

Radio Peking Becomes China Radio 
International

China’s external service, Radio Peking, be-
gan broadcasting on April 10, 1950 in Eng-
lish, Vietnamese, Indonesian, Burmese and 
Thai for seven hours daily to neighboring 

countries. Also, 17 and a half hours a week 
were in five Chinese dialects for Southeast 
Asia and overseas Chinese.

After the Korean war, the external service 
was further expanded, and by1956 Chinese 
broadcasts had grown to 45 and a half 
hours a week. Also added were transmis-
sions to Cambodia and Laos, English to Asia 
and the Middle East, and English and Span-
ish to Europe. Arabic, Farsi, Turkish and 
French were added in 1957 and 1958.
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World band facilities nearest to Kunming 
are located in the villages of Lantau and 
Anning.

Lantau is only ten miles (15 km) away 
and is for domestic broadcasting. It 
originally housed one 20 kW world band 
transmitter and another of 50 kW, both 
probably of Russian origin. However, 
these were being upgraded during our 
visit in the summer of 2005 and, sure 
enough, improved signals began to 
appear by September. Co-located are a 
pair of mediumwave AM transmitters—
200 kW and 300 kW—shared between 
domestic and external services.

Anning, 20 miles (35 km) from Kunming, is larger 
and newer, with two 100 kW and two 500 kW trans-
mitters to relay China Radio International, as well as 
Radio France Internationale’s French programs to 
Southeast Asia. The 500 kW transmitters, made in 
the United States by Continental Electronics, were 
installed in 1994, while the 100kW senders were 
made by Japan’s NEC.

CRI transmitters in the Kunming area are used to 
reach Africa, the Middle East, South and Southeast 
Asia, the Far East, Australia and the Pacific in two 
dozen languages.

Yangyue Hao is not just a studio engineer—she also 

announces YPBS’ traffic bulletins. M. Guha

Yunnan Radio and TV lies alongside a busy highway.
M. Guha

Radio Peking continued as the external 
service until 1983, when it was renamed 
Radio Beijing, reflecting the correct Chinese 
intonation of its capital city. Ten years later, 
on January 1, 1993, it adopted its present 
name of China Radio International (CRI).

CRI now broadcasts to the world daily in 38 
foreign languages and five Chinese dia-
lects for a total of 211 program-hours. To 
adequately cater to its expanded role as a 
major international broadcaster, CRI moved 

in 1997 to a new landmark skyscraper in the 
western part of Beijing. State-of-the-art dig-
ital facilities, provided by Siemens Austria, 
include central control, data storage, live 
broadcast systems and recording worksta-
tions. An impressive array of sophisticated 
studios in an ergonomic setting complete a 
picture of coolness.

Using the best of mixing consoles and 
microphones from Studer, Beyer Dynamic 
and Shure, the studios are used in live or re-
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cording configurations. In keeping with this 
work culture, most producers and announc-
ers multitask—writing as well as recording, 
with everyone editing their own audio as a 
“one-person team.” Finished programs are 
sent by file transfer to the central server 
where they are queued for eventual playout.

As production and transmission workflow 
is totally digital, a quiet efficiency prevails, 
especially in the CRI News Center. CRI 
employs about 2,000 people, mostly young 
computer-savvy professionals wired into 
an intranet. They churn out a phenomenal 
output 24/7, liberally using the Internet for 
research, communication and dissemina-
tion.

Added to the mix are audio and video feeds 
from China’s official Xinhua news agency, 
Associated Press, CNN and Reuters. Incom-
ing news is edited and fed into a centralized 
news pool, ready for use by the various 
language departments.

Executives Describe CRI

The suave, soft-spoken Wang Lei is deputy 
director of CRI’s English. He wears many 
hats, among them that of the department’s 
news minder. He explains, “We are a news 
station, we try to be objective and neutral. 
We do enjoy a lot of press freedom in China.

“We, of course, have our own editorial 
policy. We do not have any restrictions on 
reporting. We can do any program as long 
as we do it properly. We not only report 
good news, but a lot of bad news.”

Lin Shaowen is the other deputy director, 
sharing editorial responsibilities with Yang 
Lei. He interjects, “It is not in the Chinese 
culture to criticize. We might criticize a 
particular policy, but not the person.”

News input is supplemented by CRI’s foreign 
correspondents and bureaus. CRI opened its 
first overseas office in Tokyo on December 
2, 1980, and subsequently expanded to 39 
correspondents in 28 bureaus in as many 
countries. In the United States, the main CRI 
office is in Washington, with a satellite office 
in New York to cover the United Nations.

There is also an exchange program for 
producers and announcers who work with 
the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation and 
Australian Broadcasting Corporation. This 
provides CRI with a reliable source of expe-
rienced foreign staff.

Wang Lei fills in on the raison d’être of CRI. 
He explains, “There are a lot of changes in 
China, and we are building on that. We are 
trying to be interactive, more responsive 
with greater variety, and use foreign staff to 
anchor shows to attract the younger audi-
ence.”

“China believes in gradual changes. Even 
five years ago it was unimaginable,” says 
Lin Shaowen in a trademark baritone from 
his days as CRI correspondent in New York. 
“The gradual change started in 1978. Re-
ports on corruption, accountability of public 
officials, decentralization in decision mak-
ing—we are building a system with China’s 
characteristic, that’s what we are talking 
about.”

Wang Ling produces CRI’s popular “Listener’s Garden” 

from this state-of-the-art studio. CRI
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CRI’s Angels: Staff 

from CRI’s large English 

Service stike an Apple-

friendly pose. CRI

Yang Lei continues, “Most of all, as China’s role becomes bigger on the 
world stage we are trying to build interest in China and the changes 
that are happening here. That is a tremendous job that we have to do.”

Lin Shaowen elaborates, “Young Chinese people have a lot of interest 
in the outside world. Overall economic growth is great, but there is 
disparity in some parts of the country. Eighty percent of the leadership 
is trying to bridge the rich-poor divide with equitable distribution of 
wealth. People in general have a better life than before.”

Information Central—Master Control

Once an entire program is ready for broadcast, it is transferred to a 
bank of servers in the master control room, which is the nerve center 
for all operations. Located at the ground level of the building, it also 
the most secure wing, with armed PLA soldiers on guard round the 
clock.

With its banks of LCD panels and control desks, it could easily fit into 
the Johnson Space Center. Most functions are automated, with a lone 
engineer standing by at all times “just in case.” There are five work 
shifts with four to five employees each, with video cameras in each 
studio so control room operators can peer in.

Recorded programs—six streams having 200 hours of programs in 43 
languages—are sent by FTP to 16 servers in a totally automated playl-
ist. Distribution of programs in the capital region is by fiber optic.

Large satellite antennas outside the building uplink to Sinosat-1 and 
Asiasat-3S, which feed domestic relay and world band transmitters 
across the country. Another antenna uplinks to three more satellites 
for distribution to CRI’s many relay locations overseas.

CRI is a chief 
information 

source in 
English, the 

lingua franca 
of the world’s 

elites.
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English Service, Pride of The Fleet

Since the end of the Cold War, official Amer-
ican and European international broad-
casters have been cutting back on English, 
particularly over world band. As in other 
areas where China has been taking over 
from the West, CRI has not let this oppor-
tunity pass it by. It has been systematically 
moving to be the chief information source 
for the world’s elites in their lingua franca of 
English. Using world band and other audio 
delivery media, CRI enhances audience 
rapport by sending regular newsletters and 
feedback forms to listeners.

Thus it is that in China, where English is not 
even a second language, the English Service 
is CRI’s most prized possession, occupy-
ing fully five floors. It employs 120 people, 

including 40 to prepare programs and 48 
to tend the website. Output of 136.5 hours 
of programs per day focuses on news, but 
includes a variety of features.

CRI English Service Deputy Director Yang 
Lei comments: “Many western listeners 
have a prejudice against us. They think we 
project the Chinese government only. We 
are trying to change that image by being a 
professional broadcaster and by covering 
every major international issue.”

With news and features like “RealTime Bei-
jing” and “Listeners’ Garden,” programming 
has improved markedly by any credible 
standard—and especially when compared 
to such Cultural Revolution soporifics as, 
“People of the world unite to defeat the U.S. 
imperialists and all their running dogs!”

R A D I O  B E I J I N G ’ S  F I N E S T  H O U R

On June 3, 1989 Chinese armed forces suppressed the Tiananmen Square pro-democ-
racy protest. Although best remembered is the young man who stopped a tank with his 
body, another courageous incident has gone relatively unreported.

On June 4 an announcer at Radio Beijing’s English Department broke in with this report:

“This is Radio Beijing. Please remember June the third, 1989. A most tragic event 
happened in the Chinese capital, Beijing. Thousands of people, most of them 
innocent civilians, were killed by fully armed soldiers when they forced their way 
into the city. Among the killed are our colleagues at Radio Beijing.”

He went on to describe the horrors of that 
day, then was arrested. Although uncon-
firmed, it is believed the reader or at least 
the scriptwriter was Wu Xiaoyang, son of 
one of China’s most senior Communist 
Party officials. Wu is now a director at Hong 
Kong’s Phoenix Satellite Television.

Radio Prague had a similar golden moment 
as Warsaw Pact invaders marched into that 
city in 1968, and similar incidents have 
surfaced on world band radio over the years. 
Each underscores that no matter how rigor-
ously staffs are trained to parrot propaganda, 
at crucial moments the better among them 
will choose decency over career expediency.

Radio Beijing’s Tiananmen report, via satellite relay of a world band pickup, can be heard 
in full at http//www.albany.edu/talkinghistory/arch2001jan-june.html.

—World DX Club et al.

The Gate of Heavenly Peace was once used to 

address crowds. M. Guha
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Yang Lei candidly admits, “Earlier on, listen-
ers, especially during the Cultural Revolution, 
criticized us as propaganda. But we don’t 
receive letters like that anymore. This is an 
indication of the quality of our programming.”

How many listeners does CRI have? Nobody 
knows—it’s impossible to ascertain with-
out credible surveys in target countries. In 
2002 the station received 168,000 letters 
from listeners in more than 100 countries, 
but audience letters have been shown to be 
meaningless to measure listenership.

Still, CRI may have at least a feel for overall 
world band audience potential in the United 
States and Canada. Etón markets the lion’s 
share of world band radios in North Ameri-
ca, and nearly all Etón products are manu-
factured in China by Tecsun and Degen. 
Assume product life of roughly ten years, 
and voilà!—except that how frequently 
these radios are tuned to CRI still remains 
anybody’s guess.

DELIVERY OPTIONS  
EXPAND AUDIENCE

CRI uses world band transmission facili-
ties with powers ranging from 100 to 500 
kW; these dot the official transmitter map 
of the country, from Beijing in the east to 
Kashi in the extreme northwest. Some are 

run in conjunction with the associated 
regional station, but others are strictly for 
CRI programs. Complementing these are 
mediumwave AM transmitters that reach 
neighboring countries from 13 sites.

Some world band transmitters do double 
duty by jamming foreign broadcasts. Such 
activity has been documented from Beijing, 
Lingshi, Kashi and Ürümqi, while transmit-
ters at Dongfang are solely for jamming.

ALLISS antennas are known for their flex-
ibility and sturdiness. According to Report-
ers without Borders, these have been affixed 
by Thales, a French defense contractor, to 
transmitters near the city of Kashi in the 
Xinjiang autonomous region in the extreme 
northwest of the country. Some are for 
jamming foreign broadcasts, although many 
aren’t. There are about a dozen similar sites 
strategically located around the country.

Recently there has been a furor over the 
jamming of “Sound of Hope,” an expatriate 
station based in Mountain View, California. 
It airs news and cultural programs to China 
for four hours a day from a powerful world 
band transmitter in Taiwan. This jamming, 
which uses music or programming lifted 
from China National Radio, has been moni-
tored at various Chinese locations, includ-
ing the Xinjiang autonomous region and the 
cities of Dalian and Fuzhou.

Affable Yang Lei is CRI-

English’s acting director 

while Mme. Li Peng is on 

study leave. Once CRI’s 

UN correspondent in 

New York, his English is 

impeccable. M. Guha
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Similar jamming is also directed against the 
India-based “Voice of Tibet,” BBC World Ser-
vice, Voice of America, Radio Free Asia, All 
India Radio, Radio Taiwan International, and 
to some extent the programs of “The Voice 
of Han” and other stations.

Relays Boost Overseas Signals

China’s strategic location and armada of 
powerful transmitters has made it an ideal 
site for relays of foreign broadcasters. 
Powerful world band transmitters in Xi’an, 
Kashi, Kunming, and Beijing relay Radio 
Canada International, Radio France Interna-
tionale, Radio Exterior de España and Voice 
of Russia for several hours a day. Radio 
France Internationale and Voice of Russia 
additionally use mediumwave AM relays in 
Dongfang and Kunming to reach southern 
China and Southeast Asia. Also, a medi-
umwave AM transmitter of Radio 6 in Hong 
Kong relays the BBC World Service round 
the clock.

In turn, CRI programs are “swap” or other-
wise relayed by world band transmitters at 
Sackville, Canada; Havana, Cuba; Bonaire, 
Netherlands Antilles; Montsinéry, French 
Guiana; Brasília, Brazil; Santiago, Chile; 
Bamako, Mali; Meyerton, South Africa; 

Issoudun, France; Noblejas, Spain; Cerrik, 
Albania; and the Russian cities of Moscow, 
St. Petersburg and Samara.

On mediumwave AM, CRI is relayed by high-
powered transmitters in Albania, Lithuania, 
Luxembourg and Moldova.

High Hopes for DRM

Both China Radio International and China 
National Radio have renewed their com-
mitment to Digital Radio Mondiale (DRM). 
Hosting a conference on this technology, 
Chinese radio authorities showcased local 
Zhejiang Radio and TV Group to demon-
strate DRM’s potential. A new DRM-capable 
transmitter from Thales was used to demon-
strate world band, while an existing 10-year 
old Harris DX 10 mediumwave AM unit was 
converted to DRM.

Local Placement Targets Youth

CRI, although a leading world broadcaster, 
can also be heard through local placement 
on FM and mediumwave AM in dozens of 
major international cities. “Young people 
don’t listen to shortwave. That’s why we 
devote a lot of effort to the web, plus we buy 
a lot of time on local stations around the 

Hidden Fields: Tucked 

in the countryside near 

Beijing is one of CNR’s 

antenna farms. M. Guha
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V O A :  O U T S O U R C E  N E W S  T O  C H I N A ?

The Voice of America shortly hopes to implement a proposal to move the overnight news 
shift from Washington to Hong Kong. Night-shift employees who lose jobs in Washington 
would be transferred to other jobs, but the announcement nevertheless has created a stir 
among VOA’s unionized employees—as well as on Capitol Hill.

Director Defends Decision

Jennifer Janin directs the VOA News Center in Hong Kong, its only news center outside 
Washington. She quickly denies any wrongdoing, explaining, “We have had this office 
in Hong Kong for many years. VOA 
has many bureaus across the world, 
and most correspondent bureaus 
have only two people. We are slightly 
larger, being the only news center 
outside Washington DC. We are hir-
ing only eight people to do editorial 
tasks.”

The main purpose of the overnight 
shift is to gather news from East 
Asia for use in the VOA’s evening 
Asian programs, most of which begin 
around 1100 or 1200 World Time. Ms. 
Janin emphasizes, “Modern technol-
ogy allows us to work from any-
where. So, it doesn’t matter if we are 
in DC or Hong Kong. Even the time 
difference works to our advantage.”

From VOA management’s perspective, it makes sense for Asian news to be gathered 
from Hong Kong, rather than Washington. Too, one editor would remain overnight in 
Washington to oversee the work of the eight staffers in Hong Kong.

Labor costs, of course, are much cheaper in China. Although the proposed job shuffle 
would involve only eight employees, it would save the VOA almost $300,000, includ-
ing health care benefits. Nevertheless, the concept of having foreigners in a communist 

country gathering news for 
America’s official voice guaran-
tees that this issue will remain 
controversial for some time. 

VOA Hong Kong bureau with empty desks waiting for 

new hires. M. Guha

Local announcer at the VOA’s small 

but sophisticated studio in Hong 

Kong. M. Guha
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world,” explains Yang Lei, acting director of 
CRI’s English service.

CRI has been taking its expansion into local 
placement seriously over the last few years, 
and has set up an Overseas Development 
Office to oversee this activity. Currently, 202 
hours of CRI programs in 28 languages and 
dialects air through local placement in more 
than 60 countries in the Americas, Europe, 
Africa, Asia and Oceania.

China Radio International has also renewed 
and extended its agreement with World 
Radio Network, the London-based global 
transmission provider. Through WRN, CRI’s 
daily programs are heard on FM in Berlin 
and Moscow and on mediumwave AM in 
London and St. Petersburg, as well as across 
western Europe, southwest Russia, Ukraine 
and Romania.

CRI’s programs in English, French, German 
and Russian are also carried on WRN’s feeds 
to international news networks, then dis-
tributed worldwide via satellite, cable, local 
FM, wireless applications and the Internet. 
WRN also distributes CRI on key platforms 
such as Sirius Satellite Radio in the United 
States and Sky Digital in the United King-
dom and Ireland.

CRI has concluded a separate agreement to 
be heard on FM in Los Angeles, San Diego 
and New York, in addition to its existing 
liaison with WUST-AM in Washington. Addi-
tionally, more than ten other radio stations 
in North America and Europe carry “Real-
Time China,” a radio magazine specially 
produced for local rebroadcast.

CRI has also concluded a multi-year agree-
ment with a satellite company which has 
a strong footprint over the Pacific, Atlantic 
and Indian Oceans. CRI will then be able to 
reach listeners in almost every corner of the 
globe in eight different languages over 36 
satellite audio channels.

CRI Targets Domestic Audience

Since early 1984, CRI has been operating 
a “home” service to the Beijing area on FM 
and mediumwave AM. This has since been 
expanded to major cities across China: 
Shanghai, Guangzhou, Wuhan, Dalian and 
Xi’an. It serves an ostensibly young domes-
tic audience with news, music and weather, 
but mainly it helps listeners hone their Eng-
lish-language skills without having to tune 
to foreign broadcasts.

CRI has also upped its informational role 
in Beijing by launching a new domestic 
mediumwave AM channel, CRI Newsradio, 
on 900 kHz. Aimed at expatriates in China, 
it repackages existing foreign language 

In three years Starbucks expects to have more stores in 

tea-drinking China than in the United States. M. Guha

Young PLA soldiers maintain order in China’s restrictive 

but secure society. M. Guha
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programs into a 24-hour stream of current affairs, finance, sports and 
entertainment.

Repackaging its foreign language output for the online community, CRI 
launched Inet Radio, its first online station, on July 14, 2005. Available 
at www.inetradio.cn, this narrowcasts in Chinese, English, German 
and Japanese with information, entertainment, music and language 
lessons.

Also, www.crienglish.com is being developed as a one-stop portal for 
almost everything Chinese. This well-designed and media-rich site 
provides archived CRI audio streams, as well as program transcripts 
complemented by photos and illustrations.

Size matters. China is huge and growing in almost every sense, and 
this means there’s available funding for a national broadcast voice sec-
ond to none. PASSPORT’s Tony Jones explains, “There’s enough money 
for virtually all platforms: world band, mediumwave AM—particularly 
in Europe and Asia—satellite, Internet and FM.”

China Aids Broadcasters

Coupled with its soft-power approach to emerging superpower status, 
the Chinese government also practices a unique brand of transmitter 
diplomacy. Here, grants of radio broadcasting equipment and expertise 
are factored into the overall political approach to allies.

Recent beneficiaries have included Albania, Cuba, Equatorial Guinea 
and Zimbabwe. Grants to most nations have been benevolent, but Zim-
babwe has used its aid to jam radio signals it doesn’t like.

Beijing Radio Targets Cellphones

There are more mobile phones in China than people in the United 
States—some 350 million. Leaving no platform unturned, domestic 
broadcaster Beijing Radio has bought four 900 Watt Harris DAB 660 
transmitters to broadcast six digital programs with moving images.

Foreign Policy Underscores Persuasion

Grateful Eastern European statesmen have emphasized that West-
ern broadcasts, jammed though most were, did more to bring down 
the Iron Curtain than any other single activity. But with the Cold War 
generation of international broadcasting managers and experts now 
retired or eased aside, this success has been all but forgotten. While 
armies of democratic nations are on the march at great cost, Western 
international broadcasting is being shortchanged or turned over to PR 
and commercial radio mavens.

China appears to be treading along a wiser path. Although the reason-
ing behind its ongoing armed forces buildup remains murky, those 
assets have thus far remained within the country while Chinese global 
influence has been accomplished, instead, through increasingly effec-
tive international broadcasts.

Faith among the faithless: 

Devout Christians come 

out of the woodwork to 

worship quietly. M. Guha
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for the 2008 Olympics 
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down. M. Guha

There is funding 
for a world voice 
second to none.




